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I studied abroad at the University of Copenhagen (“København Universitet” or “KU”) during the
Fall Term of my 3L year at UC Hastings. I had an incredible experience, both socially and academically,
and would recommend this program to anyone considering it. As a preface, however, I must note that my
experience was slightly different from most others who have gone through this program in the past. For a
number of reasons, I was a late addition to the Fall 2016 Study Abroad program in Copenhagen, and I did
not stay in the typical dormitories reserved for other exchange students.
Copenhagen
I could argue for hours that Copenhagen is the best city on the planet (in the summer). I am
biased, however, because my mother is Danish, and I grew up visiting Copenhagen every few years. But
even as I grow older, I continue to marvel at this city. First of all, it’s beautiful. Look up “Nyhavn” and
you’ll have a general idea of how the entire city looks and feels. But beyond appearance, the city is
beautiful in how flawlessly it works. Denmark is often cited as the “Happiest Country on Earth,” and a lot
of that comes from the intricate systems it has in place. Extensive infrastructure improvements to
Copenhagen have created a city where everyone bikes everywhere throughout the year. It could be
snowing outside but you’ll still see mothers and fathers biking their children to school in “Christiania
Bikes,” a kind of bikecarriage. The health system is nationalized and efficient. Education is free from
kindergarten through graduate school. The state mandates that both mothers and fathers are given
extensive maternity and paternity leave when they have children. And the people are lovely. The Danes
are welcoming, helpful, and 100% fluent in English. In the 9 times I’ve visited Denmark, I have yet to meet
a Dane over the age of 10 that doesn’t speak English.
I would highly recommend studying at KU in the fall term, as you will arrive at the end of the
summer months when the city is truly alive. The sun rises at 4 a.m. and sets around 11 p.m., and the
Danes take full advantage of this light. They leave work at 4 p.m. and head for the harbor/beach on warm
days, staying as long as possible because the opposite is true of the winter. In January, the sun rises

around 8:30 a.m. and sets around 3 p.m., and even then, the day is filled with a sort of halflight. The
Danes themselves have reacted to this by cultivating a welcoming interior lifestyle for the cold months. Do
a Google Image search for “Hygge,” a Danish concept that roughly translates into “coziness,” and you
might understand what I mean. This interior, winter lifestyle is enjoyable as well, but it means that
exchange students will have little contact with Danish culture outside of restaurants and bars.
Academics
KU requires that students take no more than 35 ECTS (roughly equivalent to 3 courses). The first
course I registered for was an intensive twoday Introduction to European Law course roughly explaining
how EU law and national laws interact. The course was presented as a helpful introduction to support
doctrine learned in other semesterlong courses. I think this course would be incredibly helpful for
students who have no background in EU law, but anyone who has taken Comparative Law at UC
Hastings would be more than prepared already. However, almost every exchange student takes this
course, so it acts also as a social introduction to the study abroad program.
I also registered for the following courses: (1) The Law of Private Equity (2) International
Commercial Arbitration (3) RoboLaw. Each of these three courses met for twohour sessions twice each
week (usually Monday through Thursday). The Private Equity course covered the standard contracts,
provisions, and rights negotiated in private equity and venture capital transactions. I really enjoyed this
course for the practical perspective taken by the professors, both of whom practice in the area on a daily
basis. This is the exact area of law that I will be entering after graduation from UC Hastings, but even
someone aiming for litigation would enjoy this class due to the quality of the professors. My RoboLaw
course covered policy considerations that legislatures around the world will need to consider more and
more as artificial intelligence (such as driverless cars) enters the marketplace. International Arbitration
covered international treaties and cases governing the entry, proceedings, and enforceability of arbitration
agreements. Both of these classes were enjoyable insofar as the professors taught them in an engaging
and interesting manner.
Evaluation and grading at KU was vastly different from the standard legal examination at UC
Hastings and other American law schools. For one of these courses (RoboLaw), I wrote an

approximately 5,000 word policy paper discussing the legal consequences of a future where the vast
majority of the world’s workforce is displaced by computer automation. For my other two courses (and
most others), my examination was a 15minute inperson oral exam. For these exams, you are
scheduled to show up at the classroom at a certain time, and you sit down oneonone with the professor
and discuss a course a randomly chosen topic with the professor. Essentially, I would start discussing the
subject matter, and the professor would jump in to ask questions. I personally found this process
enjoyable, though many other students find it more stressful than the typical examination process.
Living Arrangements and Social Life
Almost all the exchange students live in KU housing in the center of Copenhagen. The facilities
are beautiful and close to museums, shopping, and other popular bars and restaurants in central
Copenhagen. Due to the unique circumstances of my late application, I did not live in KU housing.
Instead, I found a private 1Bedroom apartment in the Nørrebro neighborhood, a diverse, popular
neighborhood just north of the city center.
I really enjoyed where I lived because I got to step outside of the bubble of central Copenhagen.
Most Danes do not live in the center, which is primarily a mix of expats and tourists. As a result, I felt
more immersed in Danish culture as it exists for locals rather than tourists. When I studied abroad as an
undergraduate, I made the mistake of making friends only with the other exchange students. As a result,
I felt as though I didn’t experience all that the foreign culture had to offer. I made an extra effort to avoid
that trap this time, and KU made it easy to do that by sponsoring events between the exchange students
and the rest of the fulltime “Jura” (Law) students at the university.
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I.

General Information on the City of Copenhagen
Copenhagen’s citizens are consistently identified by a variety of surveys conducted ‘globally’

as being the “happiest” of any major city, worldwide. If you have ever spent a winter in Northern
Europe you might wonder if the respondents submitted their answers after downing a few cocktails,
to which I would reply, “maybe!” While the typical University of Copenhagen (actually,
Copenhagen University, or Københavns Universitet in Danish), or Danish person generally, tends to
be more reserved in public towards strangers than your typical Californian, they come alive during
the evenings when socializing with friends! The bar/pub life is vibrant throughout the city, but
especially so in the Old City Center, where all of KU’s law buildings are located. Pubs close very
late, some clubs close at 6 a.m., and public drinking is permitted, so be prepared to encounter visibly
intoxicated and rowdy young people during the wee hours of most nights; like I said, the night life is
lively in Copenhagen. Don’t fret, these roving bands of jolly students are usually focused on having
fun with their groups, I never had any problems while out.
That said, the Danes are usually a bit stand-offish if you approach them randomly while
they’re in a group of friends, which can usually be dealt with by being introduced by someone
familiar to the group. Lesson? Make friends with some Danes! This may be a bit hard to do in
class since the classes offered in English are usually lacking in Danish students. More on how to
make more Danish friends in the housing section.

Public transportation in the city is amazing (!) but most students purchase a cheap secondhand bike to take advantage of the equally impressive network of bike lanes and well-developed
respect for bicyclists’ right of way. Keep in mind that the weather begins to turn around midNovember, with windy conditions and rain making bike riding difficult, if not impossible unless you
don’t mind arriving at your destination drenched and exhausted. If you do decide to use public
transit, considering getting a ‘Rejsekort’ (Travel Card), which will cut your costs by 50%, or if you
anticipate using public transit regularly consider getting a fixed travel plan, which can save you a
substantial amount per month.
Cell phone service is ridiculously cheap in Copenhagen, even when making calls home. If
you have a smartphone get it unlocked by your carrier BEFORE you arrive in Denmark. This will
allow you to swap in a Danish SIM card and take advantage of the savings. I paid approximately
$15 US for 15 hours of talk time and 10 GB of data (pre-paid service, not contract); the talk time
included calls to the US and a variety of other countries both in and out of Europe. This way you
can call the aforementioned Danish friends while in-country and back home from the same phone,
without having to deal with the substantial expense and limited utility (the potentially new Danish
friends you meet might not go to the trouble of learning how to dial your American number) of an
international plan from your current provider.
II.

Housing
The Housing Foundation handles housing for KU, but it is no longer an official department

of KU, but a non-profit foundation, as the name implies. Be prepared for some frustration when
dealing with this office as they are continually overwhelmed by the large number of incoming
students they must place with the insufficient stock of affordable housing available to them. The
University itself does not own housing, on-campus or otherwise, as Hastings does. Instead, the
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Foundation contracts with private building owners for guaranteed access, year-round. This means
that you may be forced to sign a contract, and assume responsibility, for a rental term beyond your
stated needs, such as mid-July through the end of January; this is non-negotiable, but not all
apartments have the same terms.
On the topic of choice, try to select a building, or Kollegium, that is as close to the old City
Center as possible as this is where you will be taking your law classes, as well as where the ‘action’ is!
If you decide to stay further out and will take public transit to class, Nørreport Station and Kongens
Nyport are the closest Metro stations to the old City Center, so you might want to select a building
that is close to either the M1 (best) or M2 lines. I would also advise against selecting an
‘Internationals only’ building as I did, since you will essentially cut off the best opportunities to make
Danish friends; you won’t see many Danes in class unless you take classes in Danish. One of the
best places to stay is Tietgen Kollegium, good mix of international and Danish students, but it is
highly sought and there are only a limited number of spaces so this one is hard to get. Additionally,
I heard Collegium Juris, the law school’s unofficial housing, can be filled with large ‘personalities.’
Just one more thing to consider.
III.

Academics
If you find yourself wondering if the jet-lag visibly aged you by a couple of years while

looking around the room during orientation, your eyes are not necessarily deceiving you. You will
be surrounded by undergrads. In Europe, where most of your fellow exchange students will be
from, law can be studied at the undergraduate level, so be prepared to take some classes with a few
undergrads that are permitted to take masters level courses.
Most classes I took selected what appeared to be a more traditional text-book for the course,
not the casebooks we are used to in American law school. The reading can therefore be ‘lighter’
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than what you are used to at Hastings. That said, I had one professor that assigned an American
casebook that I could have purchased on the cheap (it was slightly dated) here, but which cost me an
arm and a leg on shipping and which took forever (3-4 weeks) to arrive since it was shipped from
PA. Lesson: try to get the list of books used by the course to see if an American casebook will be
assigned before you cross the pond.
Generally, there was a lack of Socratic method but an increase in in-class assignments, such
as group work with a presentation component, or individual short papers assigned throughout the
semester. Participation was not mandatory, but well received from the professors. Additionally,
they appreciated the addition of my common law perspective to the conversations, since American
jurisprudence can often diverge from that of Civil Law European nations rather sharply.
On exams, be prepared for the possibility of having to sit for an oral exam, something I
never experienced before attending KU. Also, note the end date of your selected courses, since KU
not only has semesters, but also ‘tracks’ within each semester, A and B. Without realizing it, all of
the courses I enrolled in took place during track A, leaving me overly burdened the first couple of
months of the semester. Luckily for me, the reduced reading-load mentioned above saved me, but
those first months were intense. The flip side was that I had one especially intense course end
towards the end of October, leaving me with more than ample time to enjoy Copenhagen! And
prepare for exams, of course.
Knowing when the final exam takes place is another consideration. Usually, the final exam
schedule isn’t published until AFTER classes begin, usually sometime mid-semester! This can be
nerve-racking, especially if you want to make post-final travel plans. Professors have no control
over final exam dates, it is all up to the administration so don’t waster your time trying to get
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answers from your professors; they have no clue themselves. Copenhagen is truly amazing; you will
undoubtedly fall in love. Have a marvelous time, it will be hard not to!
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